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AAA: Buckle Up and Drive Unimpaired This Holiday Weekend,
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Look for congested roadways later today as more than 2 million New England travelers — 3% more than last
year — make their annual Thanksgiving pilgrimage to celebrate with family and friends, says AAA Northeast.
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number driving the nation's roadways, AAA projects.
"As you know, more people on roadways mean greater congestion," says Fran Mayko, AAA Northeast
spokeswoman. "And greater congestion means a greater potential for vehicle crashes."
At a morning news conference at Troop G, Bridgeport, AAA Northeast joined the representatives from the
Connecticut State Police and state Sen. Tony Hwang, a Fairfield Republican, to remind motorists to travel
safely this holiday.
"Thanksgiving is a time to be with family and friends," said Mayko, "So it's important you get to your
destination safely -— whether you drive across town or cross country." The holiday crush is expected to peak
late this afternoon during the evening commute when people leaving work will mix with holiday travelers,
said Mayko.

To accomplish that, AAA Northeast, along with Connecticut State Police and Hwang, urged travelers
to take two simple actions: buckle up and drive unimpaired.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) reported of the 291 people killed during the
2018 Thanksgiving holiday weekend, more than half of all passenger-vehicle occupants killed in crashes
were unbuckled. Nearly 1 in 3 traffic fatalities involved a driver impaired by alcohol or drugs.
See also: Wear Your Seat Belt: Darien Police and Others are Watching For It, Especially Now Through
Monday (Nov. 26)
Buckling up in any position in a vehicle is the best defense against impaired drivers, said Mayko. CT law
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requires drivers and front-seat passengers to wear seatbelts. In the back-seat, however only children under 16
years of age are required to buckle up; adults are exempt.

"In crashes, an unbuckled back-seat passenger becomes a back-seat 'missile,' causing harm not only to
themselves, but to others in a vehicle," Mayko said.
In recent years, the day before Thanksgiving has become known by various monikers including Blackout
Wednesday, Drinksgiving, and Whiskey Wednesday, a time that promotes the heavy consumption of alcohol
and/or marijuana use.

Although Thanksgiving isn't usually thought of as a 'party' holiday, many people view it as the official start
of the holiday season, said Mayko. "Many folks are also off for four days, the period, which sometimes leads
to some higher-than-usual drinking. That behavior becomes a problem when those folks hit the road," she
said.
Among the recommendations AAA suggests to stay safe:
Get plenty of rest before setting out on a long road trip;
Schedule breaks every 2 hours or 100 miles to avoid driving drowsy;
Make a plan - staying overnight; calling an Uber, or appointing a designated driver to get you home
after your Thanksgiving feast; and finally
Buckle up – no matter where you sit in a vehicle.
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